Coordinate Transformation using Homography

20
Based on the technique of homography assuming that target objects are positioned in a 21 2-dimensional space 1 , we convert the coordinates of pixels to those of an actual space. 22
Consider the following problem converting one point to another point in a 23 two-dimensional space by using a conversion matrix and a scale factor : 24 
35
When analyzing our data, we assume that and correspond to the points of pixels 36 and those of an actual space, respectively. The important concept is that a conversion 37
Because a pair of the coordinates and gives two equations with respect to these 39 parameters, we need four sets of and in order to determine the parameter values. 40
To estimate a conversion matrix , we choose four reference points whose 41 coordinates are known both in pixels and actual space (see Figure S1 ). We describe the 42 pixel coordinates as ! , ! , ! and ! , and the actual coordinates as ! , ! , ! and 43 ! . Substituting ! and ! ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) into Eq. (1) gives eight equations related to 44 the unknown parameters, which allows us to calculate a conversion matrix . 45
Consequently, we obtain the actual coordinates of sound-indication devices and LED 46 backpack by multiplying to their pixel coordinates according to Eq.
(1). 47
During arena playback experiments and field observations, we recorded dimlights of sound-indication devices and LED backpack in darkness, which makes it 49 difficult to find the same reference points for all the experiments. Therefore, we first 50 carefully looked at all the video data, and chose the brightest picture where we can 51 obtain more than four reference points. The actual coordinates of those points were 52 calculated according to the technique of homography. When analyzing the remaining 53 datasets, we use four of the reference points as ! , ! , ! and ! , and re-calculated a 54 conversion matrix . This re-calculation was required because the angle of a video 55 camera slightly changed in respective experiments (when we pushed control buttons of 56 the camera, the angle of the camera slightly changed). 57 Figure S1 shows an example of the conversion on our arena playback 58 experiments, demonstrating that the pixel coordinates of sound-indication devices and 59 LED backpack are converted to the coordinates in the actual space. 60 61
